
Goal  
Students will explain how animals behave in, and interact with, 
 their habitats.

SEL Skills
Discovering common needs; developing empathy; sharing 

Time Required
45–60 minutes

Materials Activity Sheet 2: Think Like a Pet!; Charting Animal 
Behavior sheet and Role Play sheet; notebook or paper

1.  Explain that in order to meet their needs, animals interact with 
their habitats every day. Point out that observing a pet’s daily 
behaviors helps students understand those needs and helps them 
figure out whether the pet requires help from a human. 

2.  Have students work in pairs to think about different behaviors  
or actions they take in their own habitat—their home—each day.  
Ask for volunteers to share ideas, then create categories for  
the behaviors. Possible categories: eating, resting, exercising,  
and playing.

3.  Set up pet observations, whether with a classroom pet, at a pet 
store, or via a video. Have students work in pairs or small groups 
to observe how the pet interacts with their habitat. Ask them to 
take notes on the Charting Animal Behavior sheet by describing 
the behavior/interaction with the habitat, then naming what need 
was met. (Example: A hamster uses a water bottle to drink so he 
won’t be thirsty.)

4.  After the observations, organize students into groups of 
three, so each student in the group is an expert on a 

different pet. Ask them to compare and contrast their 
pet’s behaviors and needs. Discuss student findings as 

a whole class. Work together to create a three-circle 
Venn diagram that documents common needs vs. 
unique needs for each pet. 

5.  Have students complete Activity Sheet 2: Think 
 Like a Pet! 

ELA EXTENSION: ROLE PLAY
Using the Think Like a Pet! activity sheet and the Role Play 

sheet to guide them, have students work in pairs to write 
a brief scene or play about their favorite pets. In the scene, two 

animals meet to discuss their habitats. 

LESSON 2  
How Do Animals 
Live in Habitats?

Teacher  
Instructions 

Choose your pet:

• Hamster

• Bearded dragon 

• Guppy

Think Like a Pet!

Activity Sheet 2Sponsored Educational Advertising Materials

Pretend you are a pet and explain why you like living in your habitat.  
Let your imagination run wild! 

Use the space below or a separate sheet of paper to describe your pet’s habitat from 
the pet’s point of view. Be sure to explain why the animal enjoys living there.

Step 1

Step 2

Name

Choose your format:

• First-person short story  

•  Poem    

• Letter

My 
wheel 
is fun!

Take a Field Trip  
to a Pet Store

Want to give your students 
a chance to observe small 
pets in their habitats? Call 
your local PetSmart store 

to arrange a free tour.



Sponsored Educational Advertising Materials Activity Sheet 2

Name

Choose your pet:

• Hamster

• Bearded dragon 

• Guppy

Think Like a Pet!

Pretend you are a pet and explain why you like living in your habitat.  
Let your imagination run wild! 

Use the space below or a separate sheet of paper to describe your pet’s habitat from 
the pet’s point of view. Be sure to explain why the animal enjoys living there.

Step 1

Step 2

Choose your format:

• First-person short story  

•  Poem    

• Letter

My 
wheel 
is fun!
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Sponsored Educational Advertising Materials

Charting Animal Behavior
How does an animal interact with its habitat? Observe your classroom pet (or an 
animal at a pet store, a zoo, or in a video) and write notes on the chart.

Write down how each action helps meet the pet’s needs. Example: The animal eats  
from his bowl so that he won’t be hungry anymore.

Step 1

Step 2

Name

Write down different behaviors you see, like playing, eating, and hiding.

Behavior What Need It Meets



Sponsored Educational Advertising Materials

Role Play  
Pretend that you are a pet! Compare and contrast what different pets have 
in common, then act out a scene with a partner.

Step 1

Step 2

Pair up with another student and decide which two animals you would like to role-play. 

• Act out your presentation in front of the class or in small groups.

•  Include movements that match your animal as you read your lines.

Step 3
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•  Imagine that the two animals you are playing are meeting for the first time. 

•  Work with your partner to write a short conversation that highlights each animal’s habitat 
and behavior. 

•  Remember to include back-and-forth (that means the animals should ask each other 
questions and respond to what the other says). 

Name


